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Abstract
Discrimination by customers who prefer to interact with certain types of workers can
affect worker productivity. In this paper, we measure the impact of gender-based customer discrimination on the productivity of online sales agents in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Using a daily randomization design that varies the gender of names presented to customers while holding other characteristics fixed, we find the assignment of a femalesounding name leads to significantly fewer purchases by customers. The results appear
to be driven by relatively lower interest in engaging with female workers. We do not find
evidence of differential bargaining or harassment.
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Introduction

Women work less outside the home, earn less, and run less profitable businesses than men on
average, especially in low-income countries. Recent literature has focused on understanding
why this might be the case. One potential contributor that has received relatively less attention is customer-side discrimination, a phenomenon whereby customers prefer to work or
interact with certain types of workers. If consumers are selectively biased against women
by purchasing products less often or bargaining more forcefully with them, then female
wages, promotions, and hiring prospects could be affected. This source of discrimination
is potentially large and persistent (Becker et al., 1971), since discrimination emanating from
consumers may not disappear with market competition. Disentangling the precise role of
customer discrimination is challenging because of all the different factors that may account
for a worker’s productivity including the workers own behavior, customer behavior and the
workplace environment.
We overcome these challenges through an experiment at an online sales company in SubSaharan Africa. We study workers, specifically sales agents, who chat with customers online
in order to answer questions and increase sales. Two aspects of the context provide a novel
framework for estimating the causal effect of customer discrimination. First, the names of
workers, and hence their inferred gender, were randomized on a daily basis, providing plausible variation in customer beliefs about worker gender.1 Information on names was salient
as customers could only infer agents’ gender by the name that appears on the chat. Second,
while agents were aware that their names were changed, they were unaware of the particular
name assignment and hence their behavior was not directly related to the name variation.
Therefore, any change in consumer behavior towards sales agents can only be a product of
consumers rather than the agents themselves.
This research design and setting marries the advantages of two common methods to
study employer-based discrimination: audit and correspondence studies. Audit studies,
which recruit people with similar general characteristics except one (e.g. gender) to apply
or interview for a job in person, are able to collect detailed outcomes through the in-person
interactions that take place. However, the chosen actors in these studies may actually differ
in many ways, which makes it difficult to isolate the impact of that specific characteristic.
Correspondence studies, in which fictitious applications are sent to employers, can create
clear causal comparisons but are unable to measure the same detailed set of interactions.
The name randomization in the context of online workplace interactions overcomes these
challenges. Agents’ names were randomized daily, generating clear counterfactuals: the
comparison we make is of consumers chatting to an agent with a male-sounding name on
one day relative to a consumer chatting with that same agent with a female-sounding name
on another day. The setup also provides an opportunity to collect detailed outcomes, including overall chat outcomes, such as likelihood of a purchase, and specifics of the interaction,
1 Changing the names of sales agents appears to be relatively common in online sales settings (e.g. LiveAgent
(2022)). This happened prior to the study period as well, with some of the agents employing different names of
their choosing.
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such as bargaining behavior.
The context of this study is important for three reasons. First, barriers to female labor
force participation are higher in low income countries (Jayachandran, 2015), and reducing
gender-based pay differentials are central policy goals for governments and international institutions alike (Bank, 2011; O’Donnell et al., 2020). Second, in Sub-Saharan Africa the high
prevalence of conservative social norms that favor men over women as economic agents and
business owners may contribute to heightened gender discrimination by consumers. For
example, data from The World Bank Development Indicators (WDI) show that households
in Sub-Saharan Africa are more likely to agree that men make better business leaders than
women and that women have no say in decisions on large household purchases (Jayachandran, 2015). Such norms may contribute to higher rates of customer discrimination. Finally,
the service sector is growing across the continent, which makes issues related to genderbased differences in customer interactions increasingly relevant.
We find that being assigned to a female name reduces the likelihood that the customer
makes any purchase, the number of purchases they make, and the value of those purchases.2
Specifically, the likelihood of any purchase decreases by 2.1 percentage points in our preferred specification, a relatively large effect given the low purchasing rates at baseline (3.3%).
Total number of purchases falls by 0.026 and value falls by 3.6 euros. This suggests that
productivity differences between workers in this context are not just a reflection of worker
attributes, but also of differential customer responses.
To confirm these treatment effects stem from changing the agents’ assigned names, we
investigate whether customers are aware of agents’ names in the first place. We find that
in 10% of chats customers mention the agent’s assigned name, which is an indication that
names are a salient feature of the interaction. We can also rule out a potential confound
whereby customers are responding to a mismatch between assigned name and actual gender
of the agent. In sum, our main results suggest that being assigned a female name has a
negative effect on productivity.
The observed reductions in worker productivity could be explained by several possible
mechanisms. These include general customer disinterest in working with female agents because of taste-based or statistical discrimination, differential bargaining, or openly negative
interactions. Our results show that customer disinterest is the most salient. We find that some
consumers only respond to female agents once they have received additional messages from
the agent.3 This suggests that some consumers are hesitant to engage with female agents unless these agents persist through additional messaging. We also find that consumers are less
likely to express any tone (e.g. positive or negative words), which we interpret as another
measure of engagement with the agent.
The other mechanisms we explore are not consistent with our results. We do not find
any difference in the probability that consumers engage in differential bargaining or harass2 Purchases are measured as occurring within one or two days after the time of the chat, and the results are
robust to either definition.
3 Agents always send the first message and the assigned name of the agent is revealed at that time.
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ment.4 This is potentially relevant as differences in bargaining by gender has featured prominently in studies of wage gaps and job application behavior (e.g., Card et al. (2016); Rousille
(2021); Castillo et al. (2013)). We also find no differences in openly negative or harassing
behavior, although any form of harassment is extremely rare in this context.5
The results from the experiment differ from those we would have found by analyzing
the correlation between an agent’s gender and their productivity. In a simple comparison
between workers at the company, the probability of making a sale is the same for male and
female agents. By contrast, the probability of making a sale is much lower for agents who
are assigned female names in the well-controlled experimental sample. These differences
suggest that while the company hired males and females with similar levels of productivity, these productivity metrics do not account for the fact that women face greater levels of
consumer discrimination that dampen their ability to make sales. Removing these barriers
could potentially result in higher productivity among female agents. The vast majority of
agents in this context are female indicating that overall firm productivity could increase as
well if consumer discrimination were eliminated.
This paper contributes in three main ways. First, this paper makes contributions to the
existing literature on the effect of discrimination in the labor market. Most of these studies focus predominantly on employer discrimination using correspondence studies in highincome countries (Bertrand and Duflo, 2017; Baert, 2018; Bertrand and Mullainathan, 2004).
The relatively smaller set of studies on the effect of customer discrimination has tended to
test for racial and ethnic discrimination in labor market settings using cross-sectional variation in consumer attributes across establishments (Leonard et al., 2010; Holzer and Ihlanfeldt,
1998; Bar and Zussman, 2017; Kahn and Sherer, 1988; Combes et al., 2016). More recently,
Dupas et al. (2021a) find that economics seminar audiences (‘the consumers’) engage women
and men speakers differently—asking them more questions that are patronizing and hostile.6
While these studies benefit from studying diverse labor market settings, they have been in
high income contexts and they are not able to fully control for differences in unobservable
characteristics between consumers, thereby introducing the potential for bias. As in Doleac
and Stein (2013), this paper circumvents that issue by using an online sales context where
seller attribute information can be randomly assigned to consumers and remain unrelated
to other characteristics. While that paper documents race-based customer discrimination
among independent sellers in a high-income marketplace setting, we test for gender-based
customer discrimination among workers in a low-income country context.
Secondly, this paper contributes to recent studies focused on identifying the barriers
women face in the labor market in low-income countries. Recent work identifies a variety
4 Differences in bargaining for females could occur due to differences in how females bargain (e.g. risk aversion) or how individuals bargain with them. We would expect the latter in this context because we are studying
customer behavior.
5 We cannot assess possible mechanisms such as homophily in gender-gender interactions because we do not
have information about consumers’ identity.
6 Related work also finds that employer-based discrimination may be driven by customers’ preferences: (Kline
et al., 2021) find that employer-based discrimination is higher in consumer-facing roles; while (Neumark et al.,
1996) illustrate how restaurants discriminatory hiring practices could be driven by their patrons’ preferences.
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of constraints including norms and bargaining dynamics within the household (Lowe and
McKelway, 2021; Bursztyn et al., 2020; Dean and Jayachandran, 2019; Heath and Tan, 2020;
Field et al., 2021; McKelway, 2021a,b), workplace attributes (Subramanian, 2021), safety in
work commutes (Borker, 2021), and employer discrimination (Jayachandran, 2015; Duflo,
2012; Sin et al., 2017). Our paper adds to this literature by focusing on the role of consumer
preferences as a potentially important but understudied barrier to women’s success in the
labor market. It looks specifically at three ways these preferences could be manifest (bargaining, harassment and disinterest) and their potential impact on female worker productivity.
Two related papers, Hardy and Kagy (2020); Delecourt and Ng (2021), investigate how customer preferences can lead to differential outcomes for male vs female-lead small businesses
and find mixed evidence. Our results may be especially relevant in low-income countries
where customers may be more hesitant to engage with a female labor force because of existing social norms.
Finally, we see our work as contributing to an important policy discussion about gender equality in the workplace in low-income countries (World Bank, 2013). Export-oriented
customer-service and IT jobs are on the rise and, together with the emergence of new technologies, is likely to lead to more client-facing employment in the developing world. Increasing the number of client-facing jobs in the presence of consumer-side discrimination, without intervention, may very well exacerbate already-existing gender-based disparities. While
forward-thinking companies have started to embrace new practices that equalize opportunities for men and women (better wages, more flexible hours), customer discrimination still
has the potential to significantly affect women’s productivity in the workplace. Additional
methods to alleviate the role of consumer preferences may impact firm growth and break a
cycle of discrimination whereby women are assumed to be less productive than men.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on the experiment
and context. Section 3 explains the data, Section 4 describes the experimental strategy, and
Section 5 discusses the results. Section 6 concludes.

2
2.1

Context
Service sector in developing countries

This paper studies consumers’ discriminatory behavior when they engage with online sales
agents in Sub-Saharan Africa. These types of customer-facing roles are growing across the
continent as the number of service sector jobs increases. For example, the share of the working age population employed in services in Sub-Saharan Africa has risen by 12% from 20102019 (WDI). These trends are driven by women whose share of the working age population
employed in services has increased by 16% over the same period, and currently stands at
39.7%.
This trend is likely to persist as internet connectivity continues to improve across Africa,
and service sector jobs increasingly interface with clients online. In 2010 only 8.3% of the
population in Africa had access to the internet in the last three months. By 2017, this number
5

had increased to 22.3% (WDI). Online shopping, in particular, has increased by 18% annually
between 2014 and 2017 (UNCTAD, 2018). The COVID-19 pandemic has likely accelerated
these trends, as consumers have turned towards online purchasing.

2.2

Study details

We evaluate an experiment at an online sales company based in Sub-Saharan Africa. The
company employed sales agents to answer customer questions and increase purchasing.
Customers could initiate an interaction with a sales agent by clicking on a small pop-up
window at the bottom of their webpage. The pop-up window would display the agents
name, and feature a short greeting to the customer.
The company was keen to partner with the research team to investigate whether they
should streamline the way their sales interface worked for customers. The goal of this particular test was to identify how customer behavior changed when agents were assigned to
a male versus female sounding sales name. To this end, the company needed to be able to
1) randomize whether the name that appeared on the chat was a male or female sounding
name; and 2) ensure that agents were unaware of the names assigned to them that particular
day. To ensure the randomization was implemented correctly, a software program pulled
one name per sales agent per day from an existing list, and assigned that name to the agent
within the sales interface. This list of names was sourced by a local field team, who then
assigned a gender to each name on the list.
Next, to ensure that agents could not see the names that were assigned to them, a web
plugin was designed to omit the agent’s name from the agent-facing sales interface. The
company installed the plugin on each agent’s computer with oversight from our field team.
The plugin symbol appeared as a light grey square alongside the other extensions on the
browser, albeit removed from the list of visible extensions. The plugin worked in the following way. If the agent’s real name was James and they were assigned the name Pierre
at the beginning of the day, James would only see “Agent” on his chat window, while the
client would see “Pierre.” This included any general references to the agents assigned name
and any mentions of the assigned name in the chat transcript. The plugin was written in
JavaScript and the underlying code instructed the plugin to monitor the information on the
webpage in order to mask assigned names.
The vast majority of interactions occurred in English, which removes any concern about
gendered identifiers. Another potential concern stems from the potential for chats to be
transferred to the phone. This is possible but happens rarely; only 2% of interactions are
transferred.
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Data

The analysis relies on two sources of administrative data. The first dataset records every sale
made and the amount of the sale. The second dataset contains the agent-chat interactions,
which includes the full chat transcript, a timestamp for each message sent by the customers
6

and the agent, and the country of the customer. The sales data were matched to the chat logs
using the customers’ IP address.7
From the chat transcripts, we can create objective and subjective outcome measures.
Objective measures do not require human interpretation. These include outcomes such as
whether a purchase occurred or the length of the conversation. Subjective measures refer to
outcomes that require human interpretation of the chat such as the overall tone, whether the
customer was bargaining with the agent, or whether any harassment occurred. Subjective
outcomes were hand coded by enumerators, where 20% of the observations were double
coded to ensure consistency throughout the sample.
Six female agents worked throughout the study. Agents are involved in various salesrelated activities, including assisting customers over the phone and via chat. They are only
involved in chats 5 week-days per month. On days when agents respond to chats they typically spend 2.5 hours on the online sales interface with customers, and engage in approximately 6 unique chats per day. Each chat lasts 11 minutes on average and contains 40 words.
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Empirical strategy

Estimating a causal effect of gender-based consumer discrimination is challenging. A simple
comparison of worker productivity by gender is unlikely to measure a causal effect due to
the many factors correlated with gender that may also affect worker productivity. A secondary challenge is that if the worker is aware that he or she has been assigned a name
corresponding to the opposite gender, then the worker may behave differently. This would
impede the estimation of a causal effect of consumer discrimination as it may be confounded
by changes in worker behavior.
This study uses the randomization of the presentation of gender to consumers and a
name-masking procedure to overcome both challenges. First, sales agents’ names are randomized daily. In doing so, we ensure that customers who interact with agents are randomly
matched to either a female or male sounding name over time. The randomization separates
factors correlated with gender from the gender perceived by consumers. Second, agents are
not aware of the name consumers see—any revelation of the agent’s name during the chat is
masked automatically by a computer program and is not seen by the agent. Specifically, any
mention of the agent’s name within the chat is changed to display “agent", as discussed in
Section 2.2. These measures limit the potential for worker behavior to change as a result of
the random assignment of gender.
The randomization occurs as follows. Agents are randomly assigned to be either male or
female each day with replacement. Their particular name is then randomly assigned from a
dictionary of female- and male-sounding names. This occurs for all days of the study period.
We restrict our sample to weekdays, when agents have regular schedules. The number of
7 We

restrict the data to include observations with fewer than five previous purchases given that some users
may access the site using non-unique locations such as public areas or at businesses. This retains 98% of the
observations.
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agents working daily varies. On some days only one agent is operating the chat, and on
other days there are multiple agents interfacing with customers via chat.
To estimate the effect of customer discrimination on worker productivity, we exploit this
randomization procedure. Our main specifications take the following form:
yiam = β1[Assigned female]ia + γam + Xi + ε iam
where yiam is the outcome of interest for consumer i, working with agent a, in month m.
The indicator [Assigned female]ia is a 1 if individual i is matched with agent a, who is assigned female in that period. The fixed effect γam are agent-month fixed effects, restricting
comparisons within this grouping. Therefore, the simplified research design is a comparison
between a consumer who chats with agent a in some month m on a day when the agent is
assigned female compared with a consumer chatting with the same agent in the same month
when the agent is assigned male. We further control for consumer characteristics, Xi , including country, past purchase history, and past chat history.
Customers may have multiple interactions with agents: customers may be disconnected
or return to ask more questions. Therefore, the randomization is plausibly a series of lottery
events, as an individual is assigned back to the same agent or another agent. We include all
of these observations in the sample, analogous to a number of recent papers (Cellini et al.,
2010; Gelber et al., 2015; Pecenco et al., 2019). To account for this, we two-way cluster our
standard errors at the agent-day and customer-day level.8
One concern with this approach is that customers may try to switch which agent they
interact with by starting a new conversation. In other words, they may not ‘comply’ with
the treatment status by exiting one conversation and starting a new one, potentially with
an agent of their preferred gender. We deal with this by assigning any additional chats the
customer has in a particular day to the same name assignment as the first chat they had. For
example, if a customer interacts with a female agent during the first chat but a male during
their second chat of the day, we code both chats as having an agent with a female sounding
name.9
There are two potential external validity concerns with this approach more generally.
First, the name-masking procedure could also affect agent productivity. For example, a customer who thinks they are interacting with a female might engage in flirtatious behavior
which could confuse a male sales agent who is not used to these types of interactions. This
does not threaten our identification, but it may create a set of interactions that are no longer
reflective of what you might see in reality. However, this situation is less likely in our context because the agent does not have any information about the customer and may be able to
justify their behavior more easily as a result. Second, agents have certain gender-specific lan8 Clustering

standard errors at the agent-by-day level assumes no effect of the agent’s treatment assignment
on subsequent days. We test for dynamic treatments of female name assignment. We do not find evidence for
this; the p-value of the joint test of the assignment to a female name in the previous two working days does not
reject the null hypothesis of no effect either individually or jointly (p = .377).
9 The results are qualitatively and quantitatively similar if we only include the first instance of a consumer
chat in a day.
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guage that could appear strange to consumers when assigned the opposite gendered name.
For example, a male agent may use specific language that will confuse a customer who assumes they are speaking with a woman because of their female-sounding name—and this
may reduce the chance of a sale. All of the agents in our sample are women, and could only
potentially ‘confuse’ a customer with their language when they are assigned a male sounding name. However, we find that being assigned a female name reduces the likelihood of a
sale, any ‘confusing’ behavior from a male-sounding would only attenuate our estimates.
We provide a validation of the randomization procedure in Table 1. In column (3) of this
table, we regress observable characteristics of the customer and agent prior to the chat on
whether the agent is assigned to female and agent-month fixed effects. Female assignment
is not correlated with any of the customer and agent characteristics at the 5% level, and we
cannot jointly reject the null hypothesis that all of these effects are zero (p = 0.65). We additionally include a row in the table to identify whether the customer mentioned the agent’s
true name. This happens negligibly (mean is 0.00) and likely only occurs because of overlap
between the agents’ name and the topic of the conversation (e.g. Rose Hotel with an agent
named Rose).
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Results

5.1

Effect of name assignment

The experiment is designed to identify the impact of gender on consumer behavior. This
strategy relies on consumers paying attention to the gendered names we assign agents. We
can confirm that agent names are salient to customers by measuring how often consumers
say the assigned name of the agent in the chat. This provides a lower bound for consumers
awareness of agents’ name and their associated gender. In our study sample, this occurs
in 11% of all chats and 17% of chats where the consumers ever responds to the agent. We
interpret this as a relatively high share of customer awareness given that many chats are
relatively short. Therefore, agent names are indeed a salient feature of the chat interaction
and could affect customers’ future behavior.
Table 2 presents the effects of female name assignment on outcomes related to consumer
purchases. We measure purchases within 24 or 48 hours of when the chat occurred in order to
capture behavior that is plausibly related to the chats. We measure purchases in three ways:
the number of distinct purchases; the probability of making any purchase; and, the total price
of purchases. We find that consumers assigned to agents with female names are less likely to
purchase products on the website. Specifically, column 1 shows that female agent assignment
decreases the likelihood of any purchase within 48 hours of the chat by 2.1 percentage points
(p = 0.035). The likelihood that a chat results in any purchase in the control group is only
3.3%. This point estimates translate into a 63% reduction in the likelihood of making a sale.10
Column 2 shows that consumers also purchase 0.026 fewer total products (p = 0.013), and
10 Our

confidence intervals show that the data is consistent with more modest sales reductions as well.
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that the total value of their purchases falls by 3.6 Euros (column 3). Columns (4-6) show
the same outcomes measured within 24 hours of the chat—our results are not sensitive to
the time window. Our preferred estimates pertain to outcomes measured within 48 hours in
order to capture all related consumer behavior.
Our results highlight the importance of customer-side discrimination in explaining productivity differences between men and women in the workplace (for consumer facing roles).
Research on the gender wage gap finds that women receive lower pay partly because they
are less productive (Sin et al., 2020; Gallen et al., 2017; Blau and Kahn, 2017; Caliendo et al.,
2017). We show that these differences in productivity may themselves be partially explained
by discriminatory behavior on the part of consumers. In our context, this suggests that for
men and women to have similar productivity levels, women will have to overcome more
difficult workplace conditions created by consumers.
The repeated randomization design allows us to test whether there are heterogeneous
treatment effects across agents. This is possible because each agent is randomized into both
treatment statuses. These estimates may reflect differences in agent characteristics and/or
the types of consumers that agents encounter. Specifically, we interact treatment with agent
identity to calculate the agent-specific impact of being assigned a female sounding name on
sales outcomes within 48 hours. While all agents have negative point estimates from female
name assignment (except for one whose positive coefficient is not statistically different from
zero), we can reject that the treatment effects are the same across all agents at the 10% level
(p = 0.070). This suggests that the impact of being perceived as a male/female on productivity (sales) may differ across agent and consumer types rather than there existing an overall
constant effect.

5.2

Mechanisms

There are a number of reasons why purchases may fall when consumers chat with female
agents. Our data allows us to explore three potential mechanisms. First, customers may be
hesitant to engage with female sales agents because of taste-based or statistical discrimination: customers may have an aversion to working with online female sales agents, or may
believe women are less efficient at helping with purchases. Second, recent literature suggests
that women are more likely to be subject to harassment and verbal abuse on the job, which
would also harm their productivity. Finally, a large literature suggests that women may be
subject to differential bargaining processes than men (e.g. Ashraf (2009); Rousille (2021);
Vesterlund (2018); Castillo et al. (2013); Card et al. (2016))—a fact customers may internalize
and attempt to leverage by bargaining more with female sales agents.
We first explore whether customers are hesitant to engage with female agents. We investigate this along two dimensions. On the extensive margin of whether to engage with
an agent at all, some consumers may be hesitant to chat with female agents or prefer not to
altogether. On the intensive margin of chat interactions, consumers may use different tones
when they are speaking to female agents.
Columns (1-3) of Table 3 show the effect of female name assignment on extensive mar10

gin consumer interactions. Agents always sends the first message, and the conversations
continue from there. In column (1), female assignment leads to a negative but statistically insignificant effects on the likelihood the customer ever responds (p = 0.166). Agents can send
multiple messages to customers to encourage their response, which means that measuring a
binary variable of any response by the customer may not fully capture a lack of engagement.
Column (2) shows that female-assigned agents send more messages prior to receiving a
response by consumers (p = 0.004), which we interpret as an indication of lower consumer
engagement. Finally, we test for engagement by looking at the number of messages the
customer sends in their initial response to the agent. Column (3) shows that consumers send
fewer messages when initiating a conversation with an agent with a female sounding name.
Taken together, these three measures provide suggestive evidence that consumers may be
hesitant to engage with an agent with a female sounding name.
To investigate customer hesitancy along the intensive margin, we measure the tone of
the conversation. While specific tones are a relatively imperfect proxy for true emotions,
whether a tone is detected at all may reflect a customer’s level of engagement with the agent.
To this end, we construct a measure for any non-neutral tone detected in the conversation.
All chats were manually reviewed and tagged for whether the tone was neutral or not, and
for whether any bargaining or harassment was detected. Column (1) of Table 4 demonstrates a 2.8 percentage point reduction in any measured tone when customers engage with
female-assigned agents, a 33% reduction relative to the control group mean (p = 0.048). This
suggests that consumers exhibit weaker levels of engagement overall with female-assigned
agents. These results echo our findings on the extensive margin.
We turn next to investigating the second possible mechanism—customers are more abusive when they believe they are talking to female agents (Dupas et al., 2021b). This is motivated by a growing literature that documents high rates of harassment for women in the
workplace (Georgieva, 2018). Columns (2-3) of Table 4 show this mechanism is unlikely to
explain the differences in sales that we observe. Column (2) directly measures language classified as harassment while column (3) measures any negative language used within the chat.
We find little evidence of these types of interactions in this context: 0.3% of conversations
for the male-assigned sample contain measurable harassment while 0.9% have any negative
language at all. We also do not find that female name assignment matters differentially for
these outcomes.
Finally, we investigate whether customers are more likely to bargain with sales agents
when speaking with a female agent. If consumers believe women may be less effective at
bargaining, they may bargain differentially. Column (3) of Table 4 shows the effect of name
assignment on bargaining behavior. While 15% of chats exhibit some bargaining behavior
(by asking for deals for example), we find no differential effect based on female name assignment. At least in this context, consumers do not respond differently when bargaining with
agents with male or female sounding names.
Taken together, our results suggest that customers interact differently with women and
men in ways that can meaningfully reduce their productivity on the job. This is particularly
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important to document in the service industry, which is dominated by customer-facing roles.
Moreover, as service sector jobs continue to increase, this problem could become even more
important in explaining persistence in the gender wage gap. An exploration of mechanisms
suggests that our consumers engage less with female agents—we document this along the
extensive (any engagement) and intensive (tone used) margins. We find no evidence of differential rates of harassment and bargaining in our setting. We are also not able to test for
other mechanisms such as homophily (a customer’s preference to interact with an agent of
the same gender) because we lack of information on customers.

5.3

Comparison to correlational effect

We compare the results from our experimental research design to a simpler non-experimental
comparison of male and female agents to investigate the direct of selection effects. The nonexperimental results measure correlations between chat purchases and agent gender using
chats outside the experimental sample.11 We include similar controls in both estimates but
we cannot control for agent fixed effects in the non-experimental comparison. If the firm
paid a constant wage, simple economic theory suggests that the likelihood of sales should be
similar across agents of different genders. This would be an equilibrium outcome whereby
agents are being paid their marginal productivity of labor, although we were never informed
of agents’ wages.
Table 5 shows the correlation between agent gender and sales. We analyze the same set
of sales variables, including total sales, any sales, and total price within 24 and 48 hours from
the time of the chat. We find no statistically significant differences between male and female
agents across these outcomes. In contrast to our experimental results, the point estimates
for the effect on sales are positive and we can rule out negative associations beyond 1.1
percentage points, less than half the observed experimental treatment effect.
We compare the effect of female-name assignment in the experimental sample to female
agents in the correlational sample using seemingly unrelated regression with any sale within
the 48 hours as our outcome. The coefficients reject the null hypothesis of equality at the 5%
level (p = 0.043). This highlights the importance of running a randomized control trial to
identify how customer preferences change worker productivity – a fact that is not observable
when looking at the cross section.
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Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that customer discrimination can lead to negative effects on female
productivity. When sales agents are assigned a female sounding name, the likelihood of
consumers making any purchase falls by 2.1 percentage points. Consumers also purchase
fewer total products, and the total value of their purchases falls. An exploration of mech11 The experimental sample was not representative of all sales at the company, therefore this exercise is only
suggestive.
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anisms suggests these results are most consistent with customer disinterest with working
with female agents, rather than differential bargaining or openly negative behavior.
The results have a number of implications. First, these results suggest that female sales
agents in our context may be more productive than their male counterparts if we hold fixed
customer behavior. This speaks to the “twice as hard” phenomenon whereby members of
a discriminated group need to perform better than their counterparts in order to maintain
their position in the workplace (Sofoluke and Sofoluke, 2021).
Second, workplace policies that give equal pay for equal work may not fully correct for
the discrimination women face in light of customer discrimination. This is especially relevant
in the service industry where employee pay is often tied to output (the number of sales, for
example) through piece-rate wages. These results also imply that employers/institutions
may have to take additional measures so that women don’t feel compelled to create an online
presence that obscures their identity.
Finally, these results speak to barriers that women may face in the labor market in SubSaharan Africa. Like many regions around the world, significant gender disparities exist in
the formal sector in Sub-Saharan Africa, where the share of women who work full-time for
an employer is below 15 per cent (Klugman and Twigg, 2016). At the same time, there exists
a variety of models and empirical studies suggesting that improvements in gender parity
can result in significant economic growth (World Economic, 2017). Governments across the
continent are recognizing this and have spearheaded a number of initiatives to address these
issues, including powerful provisions supporting gender equality (eg.?). Our paper provides additional evidence on an understudied barrier that institutions should address when
designing policy responses.
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Tables
Table 1: Placebo tests for female assignment

N Var. Mean Female
Customer mention agent true name 2657

.00

Customer amount of past chats

2657

.11

Customer amount of past purchases 2657

.25

Agent first message length

2657

5.47

Agent chats (daily)

337

7.76

Agent hours worked (daily)

337

2.57

Joint p-value

-.00128
(.00234)
-.0463∗
(.0252)
-.0175
(.0496)
-.000659
(.0041)
-.106
(.596)
-.0272
(.173)
.65

This table shows customer and agent outcome means in column (2) and
correlation between female name assignment and outcomes in column (3).
The number of chats and hours worked by agents are at the day level,
while the other variables are at the chat level. Controls include agentmonth fixed effects. Female indicator determined in customer’s first chat
of the day. Standard errors in parentheses and clustered at agent-day level.
Joint p-value tests equality of all coefficients with zero. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p <
0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 2: Effect of female assignment on purchase outcomes

Purchases (48h)
(1)
Any
Female

(2)
(3)
(4)
Total Total price Any

-.021∗∗ -.026∗∗
(.0098) (.01)

Control Mean .033
N
2655

Purchases (24h)

.037
2655

-3.6∗∗∗
(1.4)
4.476
2655

(5)
(6)
Total Total price

-.019∗∗ -.021∗∗
(.0087) (.0091)
.029
2655

.030
2655

-3.5∗∗∗
(1.2)
4.004
2655

This table shows the effect of female name assignment on purchase outcomes. Any
represents any purchase, Total represents number of purchases, and Total price is
the cumulative price of all purchases in EUR. Purchases are measured within 24
or 48 hours of the start of the chat. Female indicator determined in customer’s
first chat of the day. Controls include agent-month, customer location, customer
purchase history, and customer chat history fixed effects. Standard errors twoway clustered at the agent-day and customer-day level. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05,
∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 3: Effect of female assignment on conversation response

Initial messages
(1)
(2)
(3)
Msgs
to
Msgs
to
Ever
respond (C) response (A) response (C)
Female

-.028
(.02)

.0095∗∗
(.0041)

-.11∗
(.059)

Control Mean
N

.660
2655

1.010
2655

1.255
2655

This table shows the effect of female name assignment on customer
and agent responses. Ever respond (C) is a 1 if the customer ever
responded. Msgs to response (A) is the number of messages sent
by agent before customer first response. Msgs to response (C) is the
number of messages by customer in intial response. Female indicator determined in customer’s first chat of the day. Controls include agent-month, customer location, customer purchase history,
and customer chat history fixed effects. Standard errors two-way
clustered at the agent-day and customer-day level. ∗ p < 0.10,
∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 4: Effect of female assignment on chat outcomes

Tone

Negativity

(1)
(2)
(3)
Any Harass Any neg.
Female

-.028∗∗ .00022
(.014) (.0028)

Control Mean .086
N
1744

.003
1744

Bargaining
(4)
Any

.0063
(.004)

.0098
(.018)

.009
1744

.148
1744

This table shows the effect of female name assignment on
chat outcomes. Column (1) measures any non-neutral chat
tone, column (2) measures any harassment of the agent, column (3) measures any negative words or phrases, and column (4) measures any bargaining. The sample include only
chats with any consumer response. Female indicator determined in customer’s first chat of the day. Controls include
agent-month, customer location, customer purchase history,
customer chat history, and hand coder fixed effects. Standard
errors two-way clustered at the agent-day and customer-day
level. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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Table 5: Correlational relationship between female agent and sales outcomes

Sales (48h)
(1)
Any
Female

(2)
(3)
(4)
Total Total price Any

.0037 .0051
(.0076) (.0084)

Control Mean .02
N
8866

Sales (24h)

.03
8866

-3.7
(2.8)
7.01
8866

(5)
(6)
Total Total price

.0023 .0018
(.0074) (.0077)
.02
8866

.02
8866

-2.8
(1.9)
5.47
8866

This table shows the correlational effect of female agent on sales outcomes. Any
represents any sale, Total represents number of sales, and Total price is the cumulative price of all sales in EUR. Sales are measured within 24 or 48 hours of
the start of the chat. Female indicator determined in customer’s first chat of the
day. Controls include month, customer location, customer purchase history, and
customer chat history fixed effects. Standard errors two-way clustered at the
agent-day and customer-day level. ∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01.
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